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Satanists have abilities and spiritual means, and privileges, that most people on
the face of this earth will never possess. The same goes for abilities to improve
the self, immortalize the soul and extending from this the body, and endless other
abilities that one can develop.

One must never allow themselves to stray from this path. Sure, it gets difficult
and the enemy or certain circumstances may be obstacles in your path. These
can be made to work for your advantage as obstacles that are to be overcome.

I cannot begin to talk on the idiocy of some people, and how much wrong they do
to themselves from not advancing spiritually, or not caring about these things.
This will come back at you really bad. The same goes for people who follow what
the enemy dictates, which is a foolproof way to destroy one's life, one's world,
and one's soul.

It has increasingly become a trend now for people to join the fail-train of the
enemy, accelerating themselves and the world into destruction. Eternal values
are trampled down, and deeply important things are perceived as unimportant.
Superficial things are considered so important and everyone only realizes too
late that all this superficiality, and that the human life is nothing but a short trip
that one has wasted.

People expect to first become 80 years old and deeply senile until they even try
to entertain thoughts about their death, or any sort of afterlife, or learning, or
improving. And until this point, they make sure to waste every little moment of
their life into a perpetual movement into loneliness and nothingness. Chasing
nothing.

These people are nothing but little worthless sparks that are consumed by other
(and nefarious at that) entities, who waste human life and specialize in hiding
human spiritual potential from humans. Billions of people exist with inherent
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rights and capabilities to infinitely advance, but all they will ever know is a little
life devoid of meaning. A soulless life.

People frequently say they follow this path to damnation because others are
doing it, or are in fear of being ostracized.

It always makes me laugh how these people complain about the problems of the
dung. "Oh, we are suffering!". Imagine living as a fly and seeking only crap all
your life, and complaining about the smell. It does not sound quite justifiable of
tears to anyone logical, does it?

Well, here you go. These people are afraid. Like worms, they are afraid to be
stepped upon, or losing their supply of soil. As such, they become the necessary
company for more worms to create together more dung.

They claim they will have serious losses if they consider Satan or the Gods, or
another reality, or anything of the sort. Yes, they will lose a lot of things, starting
first of all with their worm nature. This is going to be squashed out of them, if they
choose to cross the gates.

Their masters tell them: “But you will lose your soul!” As if these worms had any
soul in the first place. They feel soulless, they are soulless, and they know it to
be the case. How can someone be afraid of losing something one never had?

Even worse is when these idiots take it upon themselves, and say: "Oh, but I
have a soul". The question is, does one have anything if they do not even know
what it is or even felt it, or not even understand it in the slightest? Or when they
have signed a contract of faith with jews so that the said
already-foreign-element-to-them, is supposed to be assimilated and destroyed
for an unknown jew which they claim to also love, and proclaim to be their "God"?

In retrospect, all these people are afraid of is losing their worm identity, and
actually coming to, in the end, own their soul. This is for some of these slaves a
terrifying thought. After all, what can a worm understand of having a soul?

Only that humanity is not exactly a worm, but it has been systematically
brainwashed into this level.



But for those wiser ones, they will also think matters a bit differently. Indeed, a
minority only longs to squash its own self, and emerge as a butterfly instead,
rather than die as a crawling nothing. One wants to experience their own
humanity.

The only failure in life that should concern people, is that they never tried to touch
their own higher existing and more spiritual self. There is no greater and more
lasting joy than befriending the Gods, and becoming a greater soul day after day,
reaching higher and higher. Eventually, and as a given bonus, your world will also
improve, in that the generated wisdom, knowledge, and betterment, will always
be your allies in a better life. For you and those involved with you, the world,
positivity for everyone involved.

Normal people will keep lying to themselves more and more. That a jew sits on
some cloud, that "they" are filled with love, that "they know god", and all sorts of
other bullshit these liars tell themselves until they internally collapse. No wonder
most of these people are in a constant state of fear, flip out, or move through life
tranquilized by drugs or by increasing ignorance. One has chosen death and not
life. And aside from death do come plenty of lies and plenty of ways to die, sure,
and our world also has made this very convenient as we are an ignorance-based
world.

Eventually, this will change despite of the expectations of the brainless mob and
its parasitic masters. So those who have had the fortune to understand the truth
and fly into the high mountains, must remember to never give up, never be weak,
and never be a fool - it is better to fly as an Eagle, strive, or even fall as an Eagle,
than to live a life as a worm, seeking only safety in the soil and dung.

Remember always our Eternal Gods, strive to become like them, and do what
you can do best to advance. Names have changed, civilizations have risen and
fallen, but their teachings and their followers are forever, and will be forever.

Why will the Gods uphold with Spiritual Satanists forever? That is a simple thing
to answer. Because our offer and dedication to them extends on the further ends
of allowance to accept Truth, however inconvenient or uncomfortable, or even if it
is too good to be True - it’s accepted, and the Satanic Soul is open to this.



One turns to the Gods from here to see things that most others cannot even
handle to imagine, or even remotely mentally indulge. This, in a world filled with
lies, is an important value and statement: one chooses the path of the Eagle and
not the path of the worm.

And the Gods are inspired alongside the Eagle, and smile on behalf of the brave.

Fly high always, fellow Brothers and Sisters in Satan!
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